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Spencer Longmore as John Stone

Andrea Sixtos as Amanda Vargas

SHORT SYNOPSIS
A young screenwriter pitches her rebel with a cause conspiracy script, The Uprising
to a Hollywood executive and we see her story come to life on screen.

EXTENDED SYNOPSIS
Amanda Vargas is an ambitious screenwriter who gets a surprise opportunity to pitch
her script, The Uprising, to a Hollywood executive. Feeling this opportunity could change
her life, Amanda is all in and during the pitch meeting, she tells the story of John Stone,
a detective turned lone wolf who believes God has chosen him to find the two witnesses
of apocalypse and lead an uprising against the fallen ones.

PRODUCTION STATUS
Status: Post-Production
Genre: Drama, Mystery, Sci-Fi
Team: Voltius Digital
Spencer Longmore (producer)
Amilcar Monterroso (writer/director)
Release Date: 2018
Distributor: Pending
Executive Producers: Pending

5 SIGNIFICANT PRODUCTION FACTS
1. The filmmakers met while working at a homeless youth shelter in Hollywood, California.
2. The film is self funded by the filmmakers and made outside of the Hollywood system.
3. The film has a diverse cast with Black and Latino lead actors.
4. The film was shot with a smart phone and a camcorder purchased at Best Buy.
5. The film explores identity politics, conspiracy theories and the convergence of end time prophecies.

DIRECTORS STATEMENT with PRODUCTION NOTES
I enjoy conspiracy theories, they make for interesting movies. So when I decided to write my first feature film, I knew it would be about modern day conspiracies and how they affect our personal beliefs.
I was especially drawn to this subject matter because millions of people are interested in conspiracies.
Whether you’re in middle age or a Hip Hop fan, people from all walks of life are fascinated by secret
societies, aliens, artificial Intelligence, RFID Technology, fallen angels, parallel dimensions and end of
the world prophecies. I remember pitching the film idea to friends and family and how excited they
got about our urban conspiracy story.
The script for The Uprising was originally a “guy with a problem action film” and it was called,
Fearless. But like many aspiring indie filmmakers, I did not have the funds to produce such an
ambitious action film. So I took a night job and I reworked the script into a story that could be
filmed on a micro budget. That’s when I took a night job at a homeless youth shelter in Hollywood
and I met Spencer Longmore. To my surprise Spencer was an aspiring filmmaker as well, and
after many late night conversations, we decided to join forces to produce our rebel with a cause,
conspiracy film.
From the beginning we knew that attracting funds to make the film would be difficult so we decided to fund the film ourselves. We reasoned that the best way for us to break into the industry
was to take on the risk and produce our own feature film. For over a year we planned and saved
money, we scouted locations, advanced the script and jumped into casting the film.
Casting was one of the most interesting aspects of producing the film. Will Carranza Jr, who plays
Amar in the film, is a first time actor with no formal training who was selected for his authentic
screen presence and natural abilities to communicate emotion. Spencer Longmore was originally not
in the film but was added when we created the iconic John Stone character. But one of our most
memorable casting stories is how we connected with Andrea Sixtos.
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When we were casting for the role of Amanda, Spencer asked me to review the actresses on East
Los High, a popular Latino centric web-series on HULU. I saw Andrea Sixtos and I felt she was perfect for the role of Amanda. Realizing it would be difficult to get her on the project, we went with
a different actress. Weeks later, the actress we had chosen left the project and we had no leading
lady. We reposted the Amanda role on LA Casting and days later, Andrea submitted for the role.
That was a great moment for us because we realized that we were literally attracting people to
the project.
Filming was done on the weekends over a period of a year in South East, Los Angeles (Bell, Maywood, South Gate and Downey) as well as, Downtown Los Angeles and the Cal State Los Angeles
campus. The majority of the film was shot gorilla style in natural light with a Cannon camcorder, a
gimbal and an i-phone which fit perfectly in a backpack. Visually we wanted to make a film that
felt immediate and gritty. We reasoned that this would help accentuate the journey of the characters as well as the subject matter in the film. As far as our crew goes, it was Spencer on audio
and me on camera most of the time. Just two guys with a dream and some new found friends
who were determined to make a movie.
Currently we are in Post Production and like those legendary American start up companies, we
are editing the film in our garage. Make no mistake about it, we like it that way. It keeps our cost
down and we get to put our artistic signature on the work. Looking back, it has been a beautiful
struggle producing The Uprising. The days are long and we know there are no guarantees of successes, but we believe in the film and we hope that the best is yet to come.

- Amilcar Monterroso -

THE FILMMAKERS

SPENCER LONGMORE | PRODUCER
Spencer is originally from the Bronx, New York; he began his producing
career at age 23 as an executive producer of the film Gospel Hill (20th
Century Fox). This spring-boarded him to produce and develop a series
of films, Before Dawn Breaks, The Gift of a Letter, Last Shot and the
John Stone franchise, where he stars in the title role. Currently, Spencer
is focused on continuing to grow at his craft, and completing postproduction for two indie features. He resides in Los Angeles, with his
wife and 3 daughters.

spencer@theuprisingmovie.com

AMILCAR MONTERROSO | WRITER AND DIRECTOR
Amilcar was born in Guatemala City and moved to Los Angeles in
search of a better life. He began his writing career in the entertainment
industry writing music for dance music producers, AJ Mora and Richard
Vision. Amilcar eventually went on to write music for HBO, Coke-a-Cola
and Univision Music. After producing a music video for a local Hip Hop
group, Amilcar made the leap from music production to film production
and graduated from California State University, Los Angeles, with a degree in film production, Upon graduation he realized that opportunities
for new Latino directors where hard to come by so he decided to write
and produce his first feature film, The Uprising.

amilcar@theuprisingmovie.com

THE CAST

Andrea Sixtos is originally from Alameda County,
CA and is known for her role as Joceyln on East
Los High (2017), and has appeared in other notable projects such as, Saving Grace, The Cleaner,
Dead Bullet (2016), Colony (2016) and the upcoming thriller, Blue Call. She stars as Amanda Vargas
in The Uprising (2018).

ANDREA SIXTOS
Spencer Longmore is from the Bronx, NY, and began
acting in the NYC theater circuit in, Butterflies are
free, Julius Caesar and As you Like It. Spencer moved
to Los Angeles, and appeared in, Step Up, Law and
Order, and other national commercials. He stars as
Detective John Stone in The Uprising (2018).

SPENCER LONGMORE
Will Carranza Jr, was born in Maywood, California
and has no formal training in acting. Will was chosen to star in the film because of his authentic
screen presence and his natural ability to communicate emotions. Will is a self taught, musician
and stars in the role of Amar in The Uprising (2018).

WILL CARRANZA JR

THE CAST

Tara Milante was raised in Orange County, CA,
and is a dedicated working actress known for her
roles in Half Second and The Night Caller (2016).
She is the co-founder and YouTube Host for TXTgirl, which has a mission to empower young girls
as leaders and influencers. Tara stars as Riley in
The Uprising (2018).

TARA MILANATE
Ian Stanley is originally from Dearborn, Michigan
and is a versatile actor in Los Angeles, known for
film and TV roles in Oliver Beene, Numbers, American Crime Story, Wisdom of the Crowd, Lethal
Weapon, and The Meanest Man in Texas (2017).
He will be starring as Officer Ron “Murder” Manson
in The Uprising (2018).

IAN STANLEY
Kara Duncan is originally from Toronto Canada and is
an accomplished dancer and actress. She played Claire
in the popular Canadian show System Crash, airing on
Canadian’s YTV. She then booked Bravo series, "All I
Wanna Do is Have Fun", New Line Cinema's "Take the
Lead", and Warehouse 13, which aired on SYFY Network. She stars as Fury in The Uprising (2018).

KARA DUNCAN

PRODUCTION STILLS

SHE’S A WRITER WITH A STORY TO TELL...

ABOUT A DETECTIVE...

TURNED LONE WOLF...

WHO INVESTIGATES A CRIME...

A YOUNG WOMAN...

AND THE SEARCH FOR...

THE TWO WITNESSES...

OF THE APOCALYPSE...

CREW

CAST
Andrea Sixtos
Spencer Longmore
Will Carranza Jr.
Tara Milante
Ian Stanley
Kara Duncan
Alexandria Cree
Mai Linh
Britney Ortiz
Keyla McNeely

Amanda Vargas
John Stone
Amar Hernandez
Riley Taylor Smith
Officer Manson
Fury
Gale Rosenberg
Mrs. Williams
Daisy Colon

Nicolas Sylvestre
Marley Sanchez
John Kendall
Robert Pilko

Set Photographer
Sound Operator
Make Up Artist
Sound Operator
Visual Effects Artists

Keith Kombs

Sound Operator

Ernesto Prado

Sound Operator

Spencer Longmore
Amilcar Monterroso

Producer
Writer/Director

Beverly Thomas

Kelly Phelan

Nicole Perry

Nick Montalvo

Mark Warren

Corey Spencer

John Brennen

Tyannah Vasquez

Oleg Bolotov

Jazmin Luna

Cameron Denny

Anadon Ramsey

Tommy Suarez

Nazario Gomez

SPECS
Title: The Uprising
Genre: Drama, Mystery, Sci-Fi
Completion: 2018
TRT: 95 min
Format: HD
Aspect Ratio: 16:9

Molly Berg
Gina Devivo

Amy Manson
Jessica Mason

Sound: Stereo
Production Company: Voltius Digital
Producer: Spencer Longmore
Director: Amilcar Monterroso
Language: English
Country: United States
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